INDUSTRIA AWARDS
The Nominees for best podcast of the year

MINDY HOWARD
In the podcast Dr. Mindy Howard tells
about her book 'Blast off! Train like an
astronaut for success on earth.', her
company for psychological space
training and her way to become the
first Dutch astronaut in space!

JORIS BEKKERS
Joris is a Data Scientist and a former
OML student. In the podcast, he talks
about his time as a student and the
steps he took to become a data
scientist for the United States Soccer
Federation.

LAURENS BAAS
Laurens, a former student at the TUE
chose to work in the healthcare sector
where he became an expert in the field
of financing hospitals. In the podcast
he tells about his input on the current
financing system within hospitals.

JAN FRANSOO & SJORS
MELMAN

Within this podcast Jan Fransoo en
Sjors Melman tell about their advise to
the RIVM and GGD's logical side of the
vaccination program in the
Netherlands.

HARRY WOLTERS
Harry Wolters holds the office of
president-director at DAF. In the
podcast, he talks about his
impressive career and how his
study IE still helps him every
day.

BAPTIEST COOPMANS
Baptiest Coopmans has had an
imposing career with positions
including CEO of Ziggo, UPC,
and unilever Mexico, and CCO of
KPN. In the podcast he tells
about the key to success.

MARTIJN VAN DAM
Martijn is currently part of the
executive board of the NPO. He
also had a position as the State
Secretary for Economic Affairs in
the Dutch parliament. In the
podcast he tells about his career.

PAUL VAN VUUREN &
GUUSTAAF SAVENIJE
The Executive Vice President and
CEO of VDL tell about VDL, the
effects of the pandemic and the
possible future of VDL.

INDUSTRIA AWARDS
The Nominees for best speaker of the year
TED VAN DONGEN
Ted van Dongen is the CIO of the
internationally e-commerce company
vidaXL. During TBKx, Ted talked about
the future of applications which will
emerge in Big Tech.

TJERK OPMEER
Tjerk Opmeer is director of International
Programs at the Netherlands Enterprise
Agency. At TBKx, Drs Opmeer discusses
how the Duth form their international
trade strategy.

CAMIEL VERSCHOOR
Camiel R. Verschoor is CEO of Birds.ai, a
startup that combines AI and drone
techniques to optimize business
processes. During TBKx, he talked about
Birds.ai.

RICHARD VAN
HOOIJDONK

Richard belongs to the most requested
trendwatchers and futurologists of the
Netherlands. During his congress lecture
he told about his view of the technology
of the future.

ANNE BOTMAN
Anne Botman is project manager at
the Nederlandse AI Coalitie. At TBKx,
Anne talked about the AI tech in
general and how the risks and
potential is dealt with.

TOM CORONEL
Tom Coronel is a Dutch racing driver
who raced a lot of international races.
During the online Company Tour he
talked about his racing experience and
about him being an entrepreneur.

PIETER VAN DE
KOOLWIJK

Pieter van de Koolwijk is director of
Handelsbanken Eindhoven. At
TBKx, Pieter discussed the impact
of Big Tech companies on the
banking industry.

DAAN KERSTEN
Daan Kersten is founder and CEO
of Additive Industries. During
TBKx, Kersten talked about why
working and doing business
internationally is so important.

LIESBETH KAASHOEK
Liesbeth Kaashoek is the Director
of Parcels and Logistics of PostNl.
During Congress she shared her
knowledge and experience she
acquired during her career.

JASPER VAN DEN
BOOM

Jasper is a PhD-Candidate at
Tilburg University's department for
law. He spoke during TBKx and
discussed the natural monopoly
problems in digital markets.

WILLEM VERSCHOOR
Willem Verschoor works at
Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Climate Policy. At TBKx, Willem
discussed the regulation of Big
Tech companies.

